tile collection

2020

splendour exclusive

riad and sahn
Inspired by traditional zellige tiles typical of Moroccan guest-houses, this indulgent collection stands out
for its vivid colour palette and artisan, handcrafted appeal.
Manufactured from white body ceramic, a collective of 10x10 wall tiles are offered across nine distinctive
hues each available in two finishes. Riad displays an intense gloss finish emphasised by the uneven surface
texture, whilst Sahn pursues a chic, matt facade.
This rich variety of shades can also be enhanced further, we recommend combining both Riad and Sahn
together in coordinating colourways to produce a highly tactile composition for your interiors.

Riad Red

Sahn Red

Riad Green

Sahn Green

Riad Taupe

Sahn Taupe

Riad Aqua

Sahn Aqua

Riad Pink

Sahn Pink

Riad Sky

Sahn Sky

Riad Sand

Sahn Sand

Riad Grey

Sahn Grey

NEW -Riad - Grey

Creamic Wall: 100x100x9mm

Riad White

Sahn White

splendour exclusive

what are you looking for ...
wall tiles

4

A mix of tactile solutions for kitchen and bathrooms.

wall and floor tiles

24

Complete collections, ideal for a cohesive feel.

external tiles

73

High quality 20mm porcelain designed for outdoor use.

wood effect tiles

81

The beauty of wood without the hassle.

feature tiles

102

Make a statement in your favourite space!

mosaic tiles

110

Versatile solutions to personalise your home.

luxury vinyl tiles

111

NEW - Sahn - Green

A selection of life-like stone or wood effects.

ceramic

night and day

4								more

Deep Orange
Gloss

Golden Yellow
Gloss

Lemon Yellow
Gloss

Dark Blue
Gloss

Bluebell
Matt

Duck Egg
Gloss

Pale Green
Gloss

Sky Blue
Matt

Pale Grey
Gloss & Matt

Cloud Grey
Gloss & Matt

Dark Grey
Gloss

Pale Cream
Gloss & Matt

Dark Cream
Gloss

White
Gloss

Black
Gloss & Matt

Wall: 148x148x6mm

Featured: Night & Day - Dark Grey

Red
Gloss

Featured: Night & Day - Sky Blue

Featured: Night & Day - White Matt & Zoro Matt White Hexagon Mosaic

A collection of pigmented 148x148mm ceramic wall tiles available in a
luxurious matt and gloss finish. Change the look and feel of these tiles easily
by selecting a coloured grout choice or a different fixing pattern.

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

ceramic

lucia

Blanco Brillo/Mate*

Coco Brillo/Mate*

Perla Brillo/Mate*

Avon Brillo/Mate*

Sage Brillo

Ceniza Mate

Azul Brillo

Verde Brillo

Nero Brillo/Mate

Marino Brillo

Amarillo Brillo

Naranja Brillo

Mauve Brillo

Pillar Box Red Brillo

Wall: 300x100x7mm
*Colours marked are available in both matt and gloss options.

Wall: Lucia - Coco Brillo & Coco Mate, Floor: Stark - Pure Grey

A collection of modern, stylish brick-effect wall tiles with a smooth edge. This collection of tiles is
available in a spectrum of colours in both matt and gloss finishes, these tiles are suitable for all
domestic and commercial wall applications.

ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...

5

ceramic

country brick
A collection of 150x75 brick style wall tiles with a bumpy/uneven gloss finish providing a rustic
touch for interior wall spaces. Try a contemporary approach and select 3 or 4 corresponding
colours to create your own unique blend.

Parchment

Blanco

Dapple

Dawn

Stone

Shower

Autumn

Featured: Country Brick - Parchment, Shower & Autumn

Wall: 150x75x9mm

6						why

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

						

ceramic

handmade
A collection of 150x75 brick style wall tiles with a textured gloss finish adding character and depth
into your walls. For a contemporary wall design select 3 or 4 corresponding colours to create your
own unique blend. This collection is also available in a 75x300 size format.

Blanco

Panacotta

Tiramisu

Ardesia

Griggo

Nocciola

Nero

Nuvola

Blanco

Panacotta

Tiramisu

Ardesia

Griggo

Nocciola

Nero

Nuvola

Wall: 300x75x7mm

														

Featured: Handmade 75x150 - Blanco, Griggo, Nuvola & Nero

Wall: 150x75x7mm / 300x75x7mm

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?

							

7

ceramic

splendours
These highly contemporary and sophisticated ceramic wall tiles will greatly enhance any room in
your home with their high gloss finish and reflective shine. Made from high quality ceramic they
offer a wide range of contemporary styling opportunities, such as brickbond or herringbone.

White

Cream

Night

Green

Grey

Featured: Splendours - White

Wall: 150x75x6mm

8								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

ceramic

vermont
These sleek brick shaped wall tiles come in a variety of neutral colours; with a smooth shadow glaze
around the edge of the tile. They have a watercolour illusion aiding in the creation of a soft, elegant
appearance yet still adding subtle character to any room of the house.

Jasmine Cream

Dawn Grey

Maple Brown

Woodland Grey

Smoke Slate

Liquorice Black

Tea Green

Candy Green

Wall: 200x100x7mm

Featured: Wall, Vermont - Liquorice Black 20x10. Floor, Movila -Gris

.

											ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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ceramic

opal brick
A fantastic array of 9 contemporary colourways reminiscent of earth, sea and sky. The beautiful deep
glaze, high gloss finish and uneven surface makes these tiles fantastic for areas with little or no light,
aiding to the popularity behind this premium white body ceramic.

White

Ivory

Grey

Marine

Emerald

Turquoise

Sky

Featured: Opal Brick - Emerald

Wall: 300x75x8mm

10						why

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

ceramic

ingot

Blanco Gloss

Blanco Matt

Ivory Gloss

Ivory Matt

Duck Egg Gloss

Duck Egg Matt

Dusk Gloss

Dusk Matt

Pebble Gloss

Pebble Matt

Featured: Ingot - Ivory Matt & Gloss Tiles

A selection of brick shaped ceramic tiles with a sharp, elongated bevel, these high quality, white body
ceramic tiles are perfect for creating a boutique look in your interior spaces. Choose from 5 cool
neutral shades available in both a matt and gloss finish.

								

Featured: Ingot - Duck Egg Gloss

Wall: 225x75x6mm

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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ceramic

liso craquele
Inspired by the Parisan Metro System this luxurious ceramic collection of 150x75 brick wall tiles
features a selection of antiquated pigments with a textured crackle glaze finish. The chic, smooth edge
makes way for a multitude of laying patterns to adorn wall spaces in any setting.

Blanco

Marfil

Gris

Azul

Verde

Duck Egg

Varenne

Monceau

Mignonette

Featured: Liso Craquele - Blanco

Wall: 150x75x7mm
All colours are also available in a bevelled edged finish.

12								more

Please Note: To prevent staining, we highly recommend sealing these tiles with LTP Crackle Glaze Protector prior to grouting.

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

ceramic

apennine
Welcome a timeless and classic backdrop into your home; inspired by Italian marble from the
Apennines region, this mix of flat and beveled designs in both matt and gloss finishes is made from
high quality ceramic making them suitable for a room of your choice.

Bevelled Gloss 150x75
Size: 150x75x5mm

Rustic Gloss 150x75

Bevelled 200x100*
Size: 200x100x5mm

Flat 200x100*

Featured: Apennine Marbles - 200x100 Flat

Featured: Apennine Marbles - 150x75 Rustic Gloss

Featured: Apennine Marbles - 150x75 Bevelled Gloss

Flat 300x100*
Size: 300x100x5mm
*Available in a matt and gloss finish.

											ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

muralla
Named after the Spanish word for ‘old wall’ this collection is designed to represent the stripped-back
effect of aged brick. These durable porcelain tiles provide an authentic, rustic appeal suitable for both
interior and exterior use, working particularly well as an enhancement for traditional hearths.

Featured: Muralla - White

White

Grey

Red

Beige

Wall: 280x70x8mm

14						why

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

Featured: Muralla - Red

Featured: Muralla - Grey

Featured: Muralla - Beige

muralla can
also be used
on the floor!

														

porcelain

subway
A premium porcelain range comprised of three cool colourways reminiscent of real brick. With a
mottled matt and gloss finish, these tiles have a very authentic feel; great for creating a multitude of
different styles especially industrial and urban, but would also suit Victorian and farm houses.

White

Pearl

Black

Featured: Subway - White

Wall: 280x70x8mm

								

Featured: Subway - Black

Featured: Subway - Pearl

Featured: Subway - Pearl

subway can
also be used
on the floor!

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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ceramic

Made from a high quality white bodied ceramic with a rectified edge, this collection allows you
to choose from a fresh, neutral colour palette in matt and gloss finishes. A subtle 3D decor tile is
also available in 3 hues; allowing you to inject a little tactility into your wall spaces.

Featured: Concept - White Gloss

Featured: Concept - Grey Gloss

Featured: Wall, Concept - White Gloss & White Gloss Decor. Floor, Bourton - Lavander.

concept
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White*		

White Decor*		

Light Beige*

Beige*		

Grey*				

Light Beige Decor*

Wall: 598x298x10mm
*Available in both a matt and gloss finish.

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

ceramic

day
This heavily texturised collection has a luxurious finish reminiscent of a textile weave. Elegant and sophisticated,
these tiles are made from ceramic and suitable for use in any room of the home; they look especially stunning
when both natural and artificial light reflect across the simplistic, yet opulent surface design.

Nacar

Argent

Steel

Featured: Wall, Day - Nacar. Floor, Oceania - Light Grey 40x80

Size: 500x250x8.5mm

											ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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ceramic

bianchi

Featured: Bianchi White Gloss & White Matt

Inject a characterful new look into your wall space with refreshing textures; in a crisp white palette, this
collection of white body ceramic tiles consists of 3D, eye-catching, undulating designs; ideal for creating a
feature wall in any room. All designs are available in both matt and gloss finishes.

White*		

White Curve*		

Featured: Bianchi White Hexagon Gloss & White Matt

White Hexagon*

18						why

White Linear*

Sizes: 900x300x10.4mm
*All available in a gloss or matt finish.

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

ceramic

maya
A collection of textured ceramic wall tiles with a unique structured composition reminiscent of
micro mosaics. The surface design of these tiles is guaranteed to bring luxurious characteristics to
your chosen room - ideal for bathrooms.

Plata		

Perla

Blanco

								

Featured: Wall, Maya - Blanco & Plata. Floor, Windsor - Silver

Wall: 600x200x8mm

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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ceramic

neutra

Featured: Neutra - White and White Relieve Decor

Featured: Neutra - Cream and Cream Relieve Decor

Create a chic, relaxing interior space with these high quality ceramic wall tiles. A contemporary neutral
colour palette is mixed with authentic stone effects and finished in a smooth, matt glaze to generate a high
end feel with an organic, tranquil ambiance.

20								more

White		

Cream

White Relieve Decor

Cream Relieve Decor

Pearl

Wall: 600x250x8mm

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

ceramic

provence

Grey		

Ivory

Grey Relieve Decor

Beige Relieve Decor

Wall: 600x250x8mm

Featured: Provence - Grey & Grey Relieve Decor

Reminiscent of aged limestone, these deluxe ceramic wall tiles have a soothing stone design in
a soft, matt finish. Delicate fossiling is used to generate a subtle charismatic display whilst the
addition of a coordinating decor will enhance both interest and texture within any given space.

											ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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ceramic

armony

Featured: Armony - Bone and Bone Wave Decor

A subtle yet eye catching sandstone wave provides this neutral wall collection with chic, luxury style.
This high quality satin ceramic also features an embossed deco tile that uses a soothing ripple design to
provide enhanced interior design possibilities whilst keeping an air of tranquility.

22						why

Snow

Bone		

Nature		

Snow Wave Decor

Bone Wave Decor

Nature Wave Decor		

Sizes: 300x600x8mm

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

ceramic

prestige

Light Cream

Relief Decor Oxido

Anthracita			

Silver		

Relief Decor Anthracita

Wall: 600x316x9mm

								

Featured: Prestige Anthracita, Silver & Relive Decor Anthracita

Oxido			

Featured: Prestige - Oxido

Made from ceramic and suitable for any room of the home let this high shine collection of oxidised tiles in
warm and cool tones adorn your wall spaces with a tactile backdrop. Try using the subtle striped relief decor
options to blend light and dark hues.

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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ceramic / porcelain

helena
High gloss ceramic wall tiles and matt glazed porcelain floor solutions draw together this
charismatic marble effect collection. The variation in this high quality range draws upon natural
connotations so you can recreate the luxurious bathroom you have always dreamed of.

Anthracite*

Grey *

Beige*

Cream*

		

		

Featured: Helena - Grey

Ceramic Wall: 300x600x7mm *Porcelain Floor 450x450x8mm

24								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

ceramic / porcelain

bellagio
In a palette of soft grey hues, the delicate veining of these marble effect tiles will vary to portray a more
realistic aesthetic. Made from gloss ceramic with porcelain flooring options available they are suitable for
any interior; design possibilities are enhanced with a choice of two coordinating decor options.

Gris*

Perla*

Stripe Decor

Mosaic Decor

Blanco*		

Featured: Bellagio - Perla & Mosaic Decor

Sizes: 333x550x7.5mm
*Also available in Ceramic 450x450x9mm and a Porcelain 608x608x10mm.

											ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

cipriani

Featured: Cipriani - Beige 45x45, Beige 30x60, Noce 30x60 & Beige Slot Decor

Breathe life throughout your interiors with the look and feel of natural travertine; a palette of 4 neutral
hues in a soft, matt finish incorporates a slot decor for enhanced tactility; manufactured from high
quality porcelain, this collection is suitable for floor and wall spaces in any room setting.

26						why

Beige*

Noce *

Beige Slot Decor		

Gris*

Blanco*

Gris Slot Decor		

Sizes: 300x610x9mm
*Also available in 450x450x10mm and 608x608x10mm.

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

CERAMIC
ceramic
CERAMIC

metropoli

Sand Wall				

Brown Isole Decor

Perla Wall				

Grey Isole Decor

Grey Wall				

Grey Slot Decor

Brown Wall			

Brown Floor

Brown Slot Decor

Grey Floor

Perla Floor

Sizes: Wall 500x200x8mm, Floor 447x447x9mm

								

Sand Floor

Featured: Metropoli - Grey Floor, Grey Wall, Perla Wall & Grey Isole Decor

A realistic matt stone effect tile collection perfect for adding a soothing, calming look into your bathroom,
kitchen or living area. To add extra interest, the range also contains an offering of decor wall tiles including
a geometric and linear design.

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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ceramic / porcelain

sunset

Featured: Sunset - Taupe Wall, Smoke Wall and Floor, Smoke Floor

This versatile range of tiles offers an array of natural stone-effects, reproduced using the latest in HD technology.
These tiles can be used either singly, or in combination to create a sophisticated design for your home, including
the use of a textured relief for added interest in matching or contrasting tones.

28								more

Taupe Wall*

Smoke Wall*

Ivory Wall*

Grey Wall*

White Wall*

Taupe Relieve

Smoke Relieve

Ivory Relieve

Grey Relieve

White Relieve

Sizes: Ceramic Wall 600x200x8mm, *Porcelain Floor 472x472x8mm

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

CERAMIC
ceramic
/ porcelain
CERAMIC

burlington

Taupe Wall*

Grey Wall*

White Wall*

Cream Wall*

Taupe Decor

Grey Decor

White/Grey Decor

Cream Decor

Sizes: Ceramic Wall 600x200x8mm, *Porcelain Floor 472x472x8mm

Featured: Burlington - Grey Floor, White Wall and White/Grey Decor

Replicating the natural look of quarried stone, this distinctive collection is available in two sizes across a
range of neutral colours creating a coordinating floor and wall combination. A contemporary wall decor
using a wave design has also been incorporated to enhance tactility within interior spaces.

											ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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ceramic

nairobi
A chic light grey marble effect tile in a high gloss finish, this versatile collection is enhanced
by a complementary wave design and mosaic decor option to add further interest to
your interior wall spaces.

Nairobi Blanco Wall

Nairobi Blanco Wave

Nairobi Blanco Mosaic

Nairobi Blanco Floor

Featured: Nairobi - Blanco Wall, Blanco Floor & Blanco Mosaic

Sizes: Wall 550x333x8mm, Floor 470x470x7.5mm

30						why

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

ceramic

vanguard

Taupe Wall		

Ceniza Wall

Marfil Wall

Grey Wall

Taupe Wave

Ceniza Wave

Marfil Wave

Grey Wave

Marfil Mosaic

Grey Mosaic

Taupe Floor		

Ceniza Floor

Marfil Floor

Grey Floor

Sizes: Wall 550x333x8mm, Floor 450x450x7.5mm

								

Featured: Vanguard - Marfil Wave, Marfil Mosaic, Taupe Wall & Taupe Floor

A collection of satin finish stone effect tiles across an organic colour palette.
Stylish wave and mosaic decor options have been included to allow you to add further
definition and character to your walls.

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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ceramic / porcelain

kite

Featured: Wall, Kite - Perla & Grey Stripe Decor. Floor, Atelier 15x60 - Gris.

A soothing collection of ceramic stone effect tiles with a satin finish is available in cool or warm tones to
aid you in the creation of a versatile bathroom interior. A stripe decor has been included to add interest
to your wall spaces as a border or focal point. The co’ordinating floor tiles are made from porcelain.

32								more

Beige

Marfil

Beige Stripe Decor

Marfil Floor

Grey

Perla

Grey Stripe Decor

Perla Floor

Wall: 600x200x8.3mm
Floor: 600x600x10mm (Porcelain)

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

ceramic

milos
Cool in tone and sleek in style these satin stone effect tiles are perfect for injecting a delicate, soothing
appeal to your bathroom interiors. A characterful wave option has also been included for you to add an
uplifting touch to your wall and floor spaces.

Gris Floor			

Wall: 500x200x8.3mm
Floor: 450x450x9mm

Perla		

Mixed Gris Decor

Featured: Milos - Gris Floor, Gris Wall, Perla Wall & Mixed Gris Decor

Gris

											ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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ceramic / porcelain

syrma

Featured: Syrma - Bone Wall and Bone Wall Decor

Featured: Syrma - Silver Floor, Silver Wall and Silver Wall Decor

Capturing the true beauty of natural elements this classic stone collection can be used to generate
timeless interior schemes. Each stone effect surface is unique, providing any setting with character whilst
utilising neutral tones and natural materials to portray a contemporary ethos.

34						why

Silver Wall

Silver Wall Decor

Silver Floor

Bone Wall

Bone Wall Decor

Bone Floor

Wall: 600x200x8mm (Ceramic)
Floor: 600x600x10mm (Porcelain)

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

ceramic / porcelain

polaris
These sophisticated pearl white tiles have pale grey veining to convey a luxurious marble effect.
Each format is available in a matt or polished option providing a multitude of interior possibilities,
we recommend using the structured decor tiles as a feature for enhanced tactility.

Polaris Wall

Polaris Wall Decor

Polaris Floor

								

Featured: Polaris Polished Floor & Polaris Polished Wall

Wall: 600x200x8mm (Ceramic) Floor: 600x600x10mm (Porcelain)
All formats available in a matt or polished option.

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

nival
Available in a palette of 3 softened hues this marble effect porcelain comes in two finishes across
two size formats. Each style portrays a characterful design with delicate white veining showcasing
varied movement to enhance the life-like compositions typically true of natural marble.

Blanco Matt

Gris Matt		

Negro Matt		

Gris Gloss		

Negro Gloss		

Sizes: 600x300x8mm

Blanco Gloss

Featured: Nival - Gris Matt

Sizes: 600x600x9mm

36								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

arcano
Made from porcelain, this gentle stone effect collection has a slight lustre across the matt glaze to enhance a
luxurious touch to both floor and wall spaces; with a contemporary grey colour palette this collection is suited
for any domestic setting and incorporates a split face effect wall tile to generate an charismatic feature.

Gris		

Perla		

Mureto Perla

Featured: Arcano -Perla & Mureto Perla, Atelier - Gris

Sizes: 600x300x8mm

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

portland

Featured: Portland - Grey, Grey Breeze & Grey Floor

Create a soothing, serene scheme in your living spaces with this range of concrete effect tiles. In a delicate, tonal
palette of soft grey hues, the satin surface of this high quality ceramic collection provides an elegant finish perfect
to draw in spa-style settings.

Antracite

Grey		

White		

Antracite Breeze

Grey Breeze

White Breeze

Grey Floor

White Floor		

Decor

Featured: Portland - Grey & Decor.

Wall: 600x300x9mm
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Antracite Floor

Floor: 450x450x9mm

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

sahara

Gris* 		
			
			

Gris Decor

Beige* 					

Beige Decor

Blanco*					Blanco Decor

Size: 625x320x9mm
*Suitable for both Walls and Floors.
Also available in a 450x450 R11 Anti-Slip finish.

								

Featured: Gris Anti-Slip, Beige & Beige Decor

Create the natural look in your home with these stunning porcelain stone-effect tiles. They will
add a chic, modernistic feel to any room. Suitable for both walls and floors, using varying shades
and the linear decor tile you can create complementary, contemporary spaces within your home.

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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ceramic

silverstone
These contemporary stone-effect finish tiles will add a sense of opulence to any bathroom. Made from durable
ceramic they are available in both a matt or gloss finish. A mixed mosaic decor option has also been included
allowing you to personalise your approach to interior design.

Grafito Wall

Gris Wall*

Gris Matt Floor

Mosaico Mix

Featured: Gris Wall and Mosaico Mix

Sizes Wall: 550x330x8mm, Floor: 450x450x8mm, Mosaic 300x300x8mm
*Available in a Matt & Gloss finish.

40								more

Need some extra texture?

Brix - Gris
Wall: 550x330x8mm,

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

safari
With a mix of plain stone effect tiles combined with eye-catching linear and mosaic effect decor tiles,
this matt anti-slip porcelain collection allows you to reinvent your interior floor and wall spaces whilst
injecting that sought after natural look.

		

Crema

Gris		

Perla

Mosaic Perla*			

Mosaic Crema*

Cut Perla*				

Cut Crema*

Stone Perla*

Stone Crema*

		

Featured: Safari - Grafito 60x60, Gris 60x30 & Stone Perla Tiles

Grafito 		

Size: 600x600x10mm, 613x303x9mm, *Decor tiles only available in 613x303x9mm

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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ceramic / porcelain

melrose himalaya

Featured: Himalaya - Beige Floor, Beige Wall, and Beige Wall Decor

Inspired Himalayan Sand these surfaces these deluxe, white body tiles combine contemporary style
with high quality materials; guaranteed to transform any living space. For a tranquil impact in any room,
utilising these tiles with natural tones will elevate a serene, modernistic aesthetic.
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White Wall*

Beige Wall*

Grey Wall*

White Wal Decor*

Beige Wall Decor*

Grey Wall Decor*

Ceramic Wall: 600x300x8.5mm, *Porcelain Floor: 450x450x8.5mm,

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

ceramic / porcelain

balance

Silver Wall*

Grey Wall*

Beige Muretto Wall

Silver Muretto Wall

Grey Muretto Wall

Beige Cubic Wall

Silver Cubic Wall

Grey Cubic Wall

Ceppo Di Gre Wall**

Ceramic Wall: 600x300x8.5mm, *Porcelain Floor: 450x450x8.5mm, 600x600x10mm
**Ceppo Di Gre is only available as a 600x300x8,5mm Ceramic Wall and 600x600x10mm Porcelain Floor option.

								

Featured: Balance, Grey 60x60, Silver 60x30, Ceppo De Gre 60x30

Beige Wall*		

Featured: Balance, Grey 60x60, Gey 60x30 & Grey Cubic

Inspired by stone, with ceramic wall and porcelain floor options; three neutral hues depict light veins and
subtle fossilising alongside two structured wall designs in coordinating neutral colourways. In contrast, a
specialist ‘Ceppo Di Gre’ tile has been developed for use as a feature alternative.

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

bircks
Allow your home to accommodate the sought after natural look; made from porcelain these realistic slate effect
tiles are suitable for both floor and wall applications throughout the home. Available in a choice of 4 life like hues
these tiles have a matt finish enhancing the natural appearance of the tile.

Grafito		

Gris		

Bone			

Beige

44								more

Featured: Birks - Gris Tiles

Featured: Birks - Bone Tiles

Sizes: 600x300x8mm

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

paros
Soothing veins and a neutral colour palette replicate the sophistication of natural stone. This contemporary
porcelain collection features a random selection of organic tones and subtle veining to generate a distinct stone
appearance, suitable for both wall and floor spaces.

Grafito		

Gris		

Bone			

Beige

Featured: Safari - Grafito 60x60, Gris 60x30 & Stone Perla Tiles

Featured: Birks - Gris Tiles

Sizes: 600x300x8mm

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

kerala
Inspired by natural stone in an array of light neutral tones, these deluxe porcelain tiles are the perfect element
for the provision of a contemporary floor or wall space. Available in both a matt and gloss finish, these organic
tiling solutions are suitable for use in any room of the home to encourage a tranquil feel.

Featured: Kerala - Greige Gloss

Grey*		

46						why

Pearl*		

White*

Greige*

Size: 600x300x7mm
*Available in both Matt and Gloss finishes.

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

marte
A collection of realistic stone effect tiles uses an authentic surface textures to generate a wholesome,
organic feel. Ideal for bringing an interior space to life with a palette full of soft, elegant hues these tiles
are made from durable porcelain, making them suitable for use on both walls and floors.

Marte Gris		

Marte Natural

Marte Crema

Marte Perla		

Size: 613x303x7mm

								

Featured: Marte - Grafito & Gris

Marte Grafito

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

infinity

Featured: Infinity - Graphite 60x60

Featured: Infinity - Graphite 60x60 and Grey Frame Decor

Suitable for floor and wall spaces, this high quality porcelain provides popular contemporary style within any
space. Three neutral hues are each available across two size formats including a frame style decor, offering
both practicality and versatility when it comes to modernising the home.

48								more

Pearl*		

Grey*		

Graphite*

Pearl Frame Decor

Grey Frame Decor*

Graphite Frame Decor*

Size: 600x300x8mm
*Available in 600x600x8mm.

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

doblo

Nero Polished

Nero Matt		

Nero Structured

Grafit Polished

Grafit Matt		

Grafit Structured

Grys Polished

Grys Matt		

Grys Structured

Bianco Polished

Bianco Matt		

Bianco Structured*

Sizes: 600x600x10mm & 600x300x10mm
*Matt finish has an R10 Slip Resistance / Structured Finish has an R11 Slip resistance.			

Featured: Doblo - Grys Matt 600x600 & Grafit Polished & Structured 600x300

A collection of porcelain tiles in a selection of natural tones is available in three finishes. A deluxe polish,
and a matt or structured surface design both with enhanced slip resistance. These chic, modern tiles are
ideal for both bathrooms and kitchens allowing you to be creative within your home design.

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

wall street
Made from porcelain this delicate stone effect design will aid in the transformation of any
interior setting into a soothing sanctuary for you to relax and unwind. Choose from a palette
of 3 sophisticated hues in a matt finish; suitable for both floor and wall spaces.

Grafito

Gris

Marfil

Featured: Wall Street - Gris

Size: 300x600x8mm

50						why

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

azuma
This high quality rectified porcelain uses neutral clay colouring inclusive of a matt finish to enhance the
sought after industrial style. Sleek, simple and sophisticated, these tiles are available in two size formats,
a popular 60x60 and an extra large 90x90; making an ideal solution for any contemporary space.

Camargue		

Silver Grey

Sizes: 600x600x10mm, 900x900x10mm

								

Featured: Azuma - Grey 90x90

Grey

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

vulcano
This large format porcelain tile takes on the elegant appearance of brushed limestone, life-like textures
are also enhanced with highlighted fossiling, varying from tile to tile. A combination of plain and
textured decor tiles are designed to provide both wall and floor spaces with a natural sophistication.

Grey

Grey Geo

Ivory

Ivory Geo

White

White Geo

Featured: Vulcano - Gris

Sizes: 900x330x10mm

52								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

lubeck

Perla			

Size: 600x600x10.5mm

Ceniza			

Taupe

heritage
These large format porcelain tiles have a geometric design available in two
colourways; they work well as a complimentary tile with the Lubeck to create an
eye catching tiled rug effect.

Mono

Multi

Featured: Lubeck - Ceniza and Heritage - Mono

Tortora			

Featured: Lubeck - Taupe

Invite the industrial upcycle look into your home with the addition of a concrete effect floor space. These large
format porcelain tiles have a realistic concrete design across a palette of soft, neutral colours; ideal for creating
an urban base in a bathroom, kitchen, living room, or hallway.

Sizes: 600x600x10.5mm

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

windsor
Provide your interiors with a soothing organic tone; these highly versatile porcelain tiles incorporate a
slightly mottled design across a palette of 4 cool tone hues in a matt or polished finish. Three popular size
formats will allow you to transform floor and wall spaces all around the home with ease.

Ivory*			

Silver*

Platinum*			

Steel

Featured: Windsor - Steel

Sizes: 600x600x8.2mm & 600x300x8.2mm (Matt and Polished finish available)
*Also available in polished 800x800x9mm

54						why

Please Note: To prevent staining, we highly recommend sealing these tiles with LTP MPG sealer, both before and after grouting.
			

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

docks

Graphite			

Land*

Cloud			

Sand

Featured: Docks - Waterloo Decor

This collection of concrete effect tiles is perfect for introducing an industrial look into your home. Made from
porcelain these tiles are available in 2 size formats, across a palette of muted greys including a geometric
decor option; all tiles have an R10 anti-slip finish making them suitable for both internal and external use.

Waterloo Decor

Size: 600x600x8mm
(There are 4 different designs, with 9 patterns contained in each.)

								

Featured: Docks - Waterloo Decor

Sizes: 600x600x8mm, 600x300x8mm
*Only available in a 600x600 size format.

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

concrete flower

Featured: Concrete Flower - Dark Grey & Light Grey Mosaic

Inspired by basaltic rock formations these concrete effect tiles have been produced in a delicate palette of neutral
hues. Made from durable porcelain in a popular 60x30 format with complementing mosaics; a softened, mottled
surface design allows these tiles to provide a revitalising backdrop adaptable for any room setting.

Graphite		

Dark Grey		

Cream		

Light Grey

Graphite Mosaic

Dark Grey Mosaic

Cream Mosaic		

Light Grey Mosaic

Featured: Concrete Flower - Light Grey

Size: 600x300x10mm
Mosaic Size: 300x300x10mm
Suitable for both floors and walls.

56								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

burlingstone

Marengo*		

Taupe*		

Gris*		

Bone*

Marengo Mosaic

Taupe Mosaic		

Gris Mosaic

Bone Mosaic

*Sizes: 750x750x10.3mm, 750x370x10.3mm,
Mosaic Size: 300x300x10.3mm

Featured: Burlingstone - Marengo Mosaic, Gris 750x750 & 750x370.

Inspired by Cumbrian Sandstone these soothing porcelain tiles will inject a chic look throughout
your interiors this season; Choose from a palette of four grey hues in three size formats to build
your tranquil scheme; a mosaic has been included to enhance the tactility of this collection.

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

materia
Bringing a true ‘ever-green’ aesthetic to interiors, this high quality porcelain collection is inspired by a mix of
concrete and natural stone. A palette of four grey hues showcases both matt and polished finishes, whilst a
coordinating 3D decor option has been included to generate the illusion of a woven wall feature.

Grafito		

Gris		

Perla			

Blanco

Featured: Materia - Gris Polished, Gris Matt and Grafito Cherokee Decor

Sizes: 600x600x10mm & 600x300x10mm in both Matt and Polished finishes.

58						why

Grafito Cherokee Decor			

Perla Cherokee Decor		

Sizes: 520x170x8mm

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

alaska
With no better way to create a fresh, blank canvas these premium white porcelain tiles are available in both a
matt and gloss finish. With 3 size options suitable for all internal floor and wall spaces, you can now create an
adaptable base for your home furnishings with ease.

Brillo / Mate 60x30*

Brillo 75x75

Sizes: 750x750x10mm, 600x600x10mm* & 600x300x10mm*
*Available in both Gloss and Matt finishes.

								

Featured: Alaska - Brillo 60x60 Tiles

Brillo / Mate 60x60*			

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

oceania
Made from high quality porcelain, this collection is available in two grey colourways in multiple size formats.
It’s time to indulge in a sense of serene spa-style as you mix matt and polished finishes to create a sleek,
sophisticated space that injects a simplistic, yet opulent touch to your home.

Featured: Oceania - Light Grey 80x80 Polished & Matt.

Silver Grey 60x60*

60								more

Silver Grey 80x80*		

Silver Grey 60x30*

Graphite 80x80*

Sizes: 800x800x10.8mm, 600x600x9.5mm, 600x300x9.5mm,
Available in both matt and polished finishes.

Please Note: To prevent staining, we highly recommend sealing these tiles with LTP MPG sealer, both before and after grouting.

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

oceania wave

Desert Black 60x30

Pebble Grey 60x60

Pebble Grey 60x30

Alabaster White 60x60

Alabaster White 60x30

Sizes: 600x600x9mm, 600x300x9mm,

Featured: Oceania Wave - Pebble Grey

Desert Black 60x60

Featured: Oceania Wave - Desert Black

A collection of polished porcelain tiles with a soothing, delicate wave design. Available in a matt
palette of three neutral hues across two popular size formats; these tiles are perfect for injecting a
tranquil base within your interiors.

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

lifelike marbles

Featured: Lifelike - Imperium Natural & Lama - Marfil

Featured: Lifelike - Piave Peral

A collection of realistic marble effect porcelain tiles available in 14 style variations with both matt
and polished finishes across 3 large size formats. The high quality finish looks as stunning as natural
marble; providing luxury style for any interior.
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Luni		

Venato		

Tresana

Piave Coal

Kashmir Perla

Kashmir Taupe

Kashmir Hueso

Piave Pearl

Imperium Perla*

Imperium Natural*

Arezzo Perla

Arezzo Marengo

Imperium Marfil*

Arezzo Crema

All colours available in matt and polished options.
Sizes: 300x600x10mm, 600x600x10mm, 750x750x10mm & 375x750x10mm
*Imperium is not available in a 300x600x10 format.

Please Note: To prevent staining, we highly recommend sealing these tiles with LTP MPG sealer, both before and after grouting.

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

amalfi, callis and sparta

Calacatta Amalfi Matt*

Callis Crema Polished

Callis White Polished

Sparta Crema Polished

Sparta White Polished

Size:600x600x9mm
*Available in 600x300x9mm

								

Featured: Sparta - White

Calacatta Amalfi Polished*

Featured: Callis - Crema

Made from high quality porcelain, five appealing solutions have been refined to portray the true
feeling of natural stone; polished surfaces have been incorporated to enhance the likeness of natural
marble whilst producing a softened aesthetic, the Calacatta style is also available in a matt option.

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

genova
The collection consists of black marble effect tiles with striking white veining. Made from porcelain in both a shimmering gloss or on trend matt finish, they are perfect for injecting a dark and
lavish look into your interiors.

Black Marble Gloss			

Black Marble Matt

Featured: Genova - Black Marbles Matt

Size: 585x585x8mm

64								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

boutique marble

Lasa White 60x60			

Calacatta 60x60

Size: 600x600x10mm		

Lasa White 120x60			
Size: 1200x600x10mm		

Calacatta 120x60

Featured: Floor, Boutique Marble - Calacatta 120x60. Wall, Concept - White Gloss & White Gloss Decor.

Inspired Italy’s finest marbles quarried in the Lasa Valley these large format tiles will add a luxurious
look to any room of the home; made from Italian glazed porcelain their gentle golden veining will
generate an exclusive feel on both your floor and wall spaces with an undeniable air of opulence.

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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PORCELAIN
porcelain

brass

Featured: Brass - Oxid Semi Polished

Inspired by brass metal with an innovative design that combines the appearance of other materials like
cement and metal oxide. Available in two large size formats, choose from a matt or semi polished lappato
finish; alternatively use the mosaic decor to inject a little extra charisma into your space.

Oxid*		

Night*		

Cloud*

Featured: Brass - Cloud Matt

*Available sizes:1207x607x11mm, 607x607x10mm
(All sizes available in both Matt and Semi Polished finishes.)
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Oxid Matt Mosaic

Night Matt Mosaic

Cloud Matt Mosaic

Sizes: 300x300x10mm

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

marble and concrete
Refine your style with a selection of luxurious marble and concrete options; manufactured in a
large format 120x60 size from high quality porcelain, these tiles each have multiple faces to
enhance the life like appearance for a sophisticated natural look.

Kalahari Polished

Royal Marble Polished

Royal Marble Satin

Quasar Satin

Santa Fe Bone Polished

Size: 1200x600x10.5mm

								

Featured: Marble & Concrete -Royal Marble

Amazon Grey Polished

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

keystone
Add a high end feel to your home with these versatile porcelain slate effect tiles; Available in two life-like
hues, made with the latest HD ink Jet technology the realistic tones found across the surface of the tiles
will instantly give an understated, rich ambiance in any room.

Mocha 60x40

Stone 60x40

Featured: Keystone - Stone & Mocha

Sizes: 600x400x9mm

68								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

alda

Anthracite

Bone

Grey

White

Sizes: 600x400x7mm

Featured: Alda - Anthracite

This collection celebrates the intricate beauty from the varied textured skins of natural rock. These matt
porcelain tiles have a realistic slate effect, infused with beautiful blends of neutralised markings. Alda will
provide a grounded appearance for both floors and walls in any room of the home.

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

proxi

Featured: Proxi - Tortora Tiles Layout C

This luxurious multi size collection will provide your interiors with a natural rural feel. Made from porcelain in 5
life-like hues, these tiles have a textured stone design to not only amplify the authentic appearance but provide
an anti-slip surface - perfect for all areas of the home.

Antracite*

Grigio*

Bruno*		

Tortora*

Blanco*

Featured: Proxi - Antracite Tiles Layout A

*Available in Sizes: 960x480x10mm, 480x480x10mm, 480x320x10m, 320x320x10mm,
(These tiles are perfect for multi-size floor layouts, we sell 3 suggested designs per sqm - See below for an example.)
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Layout B						Layout C

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

cotto med

Canella*

Curry*

Zenzero*

Ginepro*

*Available in Sizes: 500x500x10mm, 500x330x10mm, 333x333x10mm, 333x165x10mm,
(These tiles are perfect for multi-size floor layouts, we sell 3 suggested designs per sqm - See below for an example.)

Featured: Cotto Med - Canella & Curry Tiles Layout 3

Historical stones and creativity unite in a collection with an incomparable feel. Made from porcelain, this
unique collection tells a story of ancient baked terracotta; conveying its rustic, retro imprint with refined notes
linked with both the earth and nature - simplistic and authentic.

Curry Brick

Layout 1 						Layout 2

								

Featured: Cotto Med - Zenzero 50x50 & Zenzero Brick.

(Available in all colours. Size: 250x75x10mm)

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

modular

Featured: Modular - Borgogna White

A new modular flooring collection is combined with premium textures and chamfered edges across
six authentic stone effects. Made from high quality porcelain with an R11 slip resistance, this superior
collection is also suitable for external use. Each colourway is sold as a pack in a mix of four sizes.

Borgogna Black

Borgogna Grey		

Borgogna White

Borgogna Beige

Bardiglio			

Venato

Featured: Modular - Borgogna Black

Sold as a mixed size pack containing sizes: 440x660x10mm, 440x440x10mm, 440x220x10mm, 220x220x10mm
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not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

external porcelain

bowness slate outdoor
Inspired by real slate, this 20mm porcelain collection has a riven finish designed in a multitude of
natural tones perfect for extending your living space into the outdoors. Three multi-size solutions
with an R11 finish allow you to mix and match designs generating your bespoke patio.

Blue*

Rust*		

Ivory*		

Silver*

*Available in Sizes: 595x595x20mm, 595x295x20mm, 295x295x20mm,
(These tiles are perfect for multi-size floor layouts - See below for an example.
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Featured: Karval - Gris

Layout A

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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external porcelain

lukka indoor outdoor
Inspired by concrete, this on-trend porcelain tile collection is ideal for generating a stylish, industrial base for
both inside and outside of your home. Four neutral hues are each available as matt or semi polished lappato
indoor option whilst a 20mm thick solution is available in a matt R11 finish designed for external use.

Dust				

Blanco

Graffit 				

Gris

+36
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R11
20 M M

Featured: Lukka - Gris Matt 80x40

Sizes: 797x797x9mm in both Matt and Lappato finishes.
797x797x18mm in an R11 Anti-slip finish - specifically for outdoor use.
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a truly low maintenance outdoor space with the upmost sophistication															

external porcelain

monolith outdoor
This high quality external 20mm porcelain collection includes enhanced textural veining to provide an
organic terrace for your outdoor spaces. The neutral tones will appeal to both contemporary external living
areas or even the most traditional gardens.

Pearl				

Grey
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Featured: Monolith - Pearl

Sizes: 595x595x20mm

										why not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...				
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Featured: Stark - Pure Grey Indoor Outdoor and Lifelike - Luni

external porcelain

76								create

seamless style and expand your living spaces to the outdoors...															

external porcelain

stark indoor outdoor
It’s time to blur boundaries with a cohesive indoor-outdoor scheme in your home. Made from high quality
porcelain and available in four concrete style hues, these tiles have both an internal tile and an external 20mm
thick slab tile - specifically designed for the outdoors with an R11 anti-slip finish.

Graphite

Pure Grey

White

Beige*

Internal Tiles - 600x300x9.5mm, 600x600x9.5mm, 120x600x9.5mm
External Tiles - 600x600x20mm (R11 anti-slip finish)
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Featured: Stark - Graphite Tiles

*Beige not available in 120x600 Size format.

										new 20mm porcelain designed specifically for external use...							
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Featured: Optimal - Grys & Optimal 20mm Grys and Beige

external porcelain

78								create

seamless style and expand your living spaces to the outdoors...															

external porcelain

optimal indoor outdoor

Optimal - Grys 20mm*			

Optimal - Anthracite 20mm*

Optimal - Beige 20mm			

Optimal - Grafit 20mm

Featured: Optimal 20mm Grys and Beige

Furnish your exteriors and create a soothing botanical base from our 20mm patio porcelain; more refined than
traditional outdoor slabs, these sleek and durable porcelain tiles will allow you to extend your living spaces
with a sophisticated luxury - a perfect, easy to clean base for your new outdoor furniture.
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Featured: Optimal - Grys 20mm

Sizes: 598x598x20mm
*Also available in a 750x750x9mm option designed for indoor use.

										new 20mm porcelain designed specifically for external use...							
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Featured: Lenk - Maple

soft touch porcelain

80							slip

resistant wood effect tiles make a great alternative to traditional decking															

soft touch porcelain

lenk

Featured: Lenk - Honey

Inspired by the famous Swiss ski resort, this luxury wood effect collection features a choice of seven hues
designed with the latest technology; a ‘soft to touch’ feel is combined with the technical quality of anti-slip R11
or PTV +36 in the wet providing the perfect solution for indoor and out, wet or dry areas.
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Featured: Lenk - Ash
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Size: 1500x250x10mm

										new 20mm porcelain designed specifically for external use...							
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Featured: Mumbles - Honey Oak & Honey Oak Anti-Skip & Aston Marble Black Veined

porcelain

82								create

seamless style and expand your living spaces to the outdoors...															

porcelain

mumble

Wenge*

Honey Oak*

Natural Oak*

Sizes: 910x153x10.5mm, 1225x200x10.5mm, 1800x230x12mm
*910x153x10.5mm also available in an R11 Anti-Slip Rating

Wenge Skirting Tile*

Size: 450x75x10.5mm
*Available in all colours.

Light Oak*

Grey*

Featured: Floor, Mumbles - Light Oak & Light Oak Skirt,. Wall, Vulcano - Ivory & Ivory Geo.

These chic and stylish glazed porcelain tiles have a realistic wood effect that brings your home closer to nature.
Their high quality, detailed finish allows for a luxury interior feel available in a palette of 5 life-like hues across 3
sizes, including an extra long 1800mm plank and an R11 anti-slip finish option suitable for external use.

										porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...								
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porcelain

springwood
The shades and grains of these beautiful glazed porcelain tiles perfectly imitate the authentic
composition and tones found in real wood. Choose from four versatile hues that offer a balance of
quality and durability, whilst replicating the sought after style of natural timber.

Gris		Natural		Miel		Marron

Featured: Springwood - Natural

Size: 150x900x8mm

84								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

samba
Manufactured from high quality porcelain this collection uses a random mix of different wood
surfaces replicating a rustic worn and distressed look. The natural, weathered appearance is
perfect for creating a statement wall or floor to fit in with distressed or vintage design trends.

Samba variation examples:			

Samba Multi Mix				

Featured: Samba - Multi Mix

Size: 900x150x9.5mm

Samba has 27 variations sold as a mix.		

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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ceramic

movila
Revamp your floor spaces with the appearance of freshly sanded floorboards. These high quality
ceramic tiles are available in two muted hues, giving you the option of a cool or warm wood
effect base tone; suitable for an interior setting of your choice.

Gris		

Natural

Featured: Movila - Gris

Size: 500x175x8mm

86						why

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

tarima
These traditional porcelain wood effect tiles are designed to provide the appearance of authentic Oak Wood
flooring, perfect for bringing the sought after natural look into a bathroom, living room or kitchen area. Alive
with a natural wood grain they are extremely versatile - great for open plan areas.

The Roble Wood Effect is also available
in ceramic across two size formats:

Meranti Roble

Tarima Roble 615

Size: 950x240x9mm

Size: 615x205x8mm

								

Featured: Tarima 1200 - Roble

Tarima Roble 1200

Size: 1200x230x10mm

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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porcelain

lumber
Create a natural monochrome theme in your home interiors with the addition of our ‘Stained’
wood effect tiles. This life-like wood grain is applied in black and white to hard wearing
porcelain, making these tiles both sophisticated and sustainable, for any room setting.

Black		

White

Featured: Lumber - Black

Size: 900x150x9.5mm
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than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

atelier

Featured: Atelier - Gris

Reinvent your floor spaces with these extra long wood effect tiles. In a realistic plank format, these porcelain tiles will
create the authentic appearance of natural floorboards. With the ability to choose from a palette of soothing organic
colours inclusive of a life-like wood grain, these tiles are extremely versatile for any setting.

Taupe*

Beige*

Size: 1200x233x10mm
*splendourexclusive size available: 600x150x9mm made from ceramic.

Gris*

Natural

Blanco

Featured: Atelier 15x60 - Gris

Wenge

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

my space
Inject your home with both the comfort and beauty found in this deluxe porcelain collection.
Inspired by natural wood, a subdued palette of five neutral hues offers a refined surface alive with
the authentic structures found within organic woodgrain.

Tobacco		Cognac		Bamboo		Cinnamon		Rice

Featured: My Space - Tobaco

Size: 1200x200x10mm

90								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

kuni
This premium Italian porcelain collection offers four realistic colours replicating natural wood. A
textured matt finish enhances the lifelike woodgrain generating connotations of both wonder
and beauty throughout your home with highly sought after, authentic appeal.

Brown		Dark Beige		Almond		 White

Featured: Kuni - Brown

Size: 1200x200x10mm

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

katmandu
Take the opportunity to enhance your interior spaces with natural sophistication by introducing rustic
elements into your home. These porcelain plank tiles have an authentic wood effect design available in 2
light, neutral hues, suitable for both floors and walls.

Gris

Blanco

Featured: Katmandu - Gris & Blanco

Sizes: 1200x230x10mm

92						why

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

														

porcelain

polished wood

Featured: Ekos - Nogal

Piece together a luxurious atmosphere throughout the home with these polished wood effect tiles; manufactured from durable
porcelain these tiles are available in 4 vivid tones and have a quality high gloss finish to emphasise the characteristics of realistic
wood grain - suitable for both floors and walls.

Ekos Nogal

Ekos Grafito

Ekos white

Ekos Natural

								

Featured: Fiji - Honey

Sizes: 1140x200x10mm

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?
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soft touch porcelain

selva
Create the illusion of a natural wooden floor with these life-like wood effect tiles. Combined with
a new ‘soft touch’ glaze, each tile is also produced with high definition technology in a multitude
of designs so the natural wood grain variates from piece to piece enhancing authenticity.

Wengue

Cherry		

Teka

Beige

Gris

Featured: Wildwood - Taupe

Size: 1195x225x8.7mm

94								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

soft touch porcelain

eleven
Let a new ‘soft touch’ glaze provide ultimate comfort within your home interiors. Made from
porcelain in a soft palette of 5 neutral hues this high quality wood effect collection will generate a
soothing, naturalistic base for any domestic setting.

Cerezo

Natural		

Haya

Arce

Gris

Featured: Wildwood - Taupe

Size: 1195x225x8.7mm

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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PORCELAIN
porcelain

maison

Featured: Maison - Noce Glam

Create a luxurious look in your interior spaces; Made from Italian porcelain, these 80x80 wood effect
tiles have a naturalistic matt finish with a decorative parquet effect pattern; giving the illusion of an
expensive, lovingly-carpentered wooden floor. Choose from a selection of three stylish hues.

Noce Chic 		

Noce Glam

Iroko Chic			

Iroko Glam

Abete Chic			

Abete Glam

Size: 800x800x10mm
96						why

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

													

porcelain

gallery
These Italian chic and stylish glazed anti-slip porcelain tiles have an eye-catching parquet
effect that will bring your floor to life. Indulge in the ambiance that is created by their rich
yet authentic, natural tones, multiple faces and their high quality, detailed finish.

Aspen		

Hazel

Aspen Skirt		

Hazel Skirt

		

Sandal Skirt		

Iroko		

Iroko Skirt

Gallery Size: 480x480x10mm / Gallery Skirting: 78x480x10mm

Featured: Gallery Hazel

Sandal

							 slip resistant wood effect tiles make a great alternative to traditional decking
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ceramic

shabi
A charming reclaimed wood design, enhanced with 20 variations for added character brings a realistic
pre-loved effect to both floor and wall spaces. Made from durable ceramic these charismatic tiles will fit in
perfectly with the latest interior trends in any rooms setting.

Random Mix

Size: 615x205x9mm - This tile has an R9 Anti-slip rating.

Featured: Shabi - Random Mix

Shabi variation examples:			

Shabi has over 20 variations sold as a mix.		

98								more

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

foresta

Foresta Blue 25x40

Foresta Multi 25x40

Size: 400x250x10mm

Featured: Foresta - Vintage Blue

These porcelain tiles consist of a textured wood effect design with a ‘reclaimed’ look, as if different
pieces of aged, weathered wood have been placed in a stylish arrangement. A textured uneven
surface gives the impression of split face wood; a complementing plank tile is also available.

Foresta Vintage Blue variation examples:			

Featured: Foresta - Blue 25x40

Foresta Vintage Blue				

Size: 600x150x11mm

Foresta has 8 variations sold as a mix.		

											ceramic tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

tribeca

Featured: TriBeCa - Blanco, Blanco Wall Decor & Mix Wall Decor

Featured: TriBeCa - Spiga Blanco

The realistic wood grain design is combined with a gentle, aged paint effect in 4 muted hues, these tiles are made from high quality
porcelain making them suitable for all areas of the home; chevron & wall decor pieces are available to enhance your projects with an
eye-catching edge whilst providing a harmonious, textural balance.

100						why

Miel

Gris

Aqua

Blanco		

Size: 900x150x9mm

Miel Wall Decor*

Spiga Miel*		

Spiga Mix

Size: 900x450x11mm
*Available in all colours.

Mix Wall Decor

Size: 625x320x9mm
*Available in all colours.

not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

													

porcelain

heritage
Featured: Heritage - Automne & Teak Split Face Decor

Luxury wood effect tiles made from high quality porcelain available in a choice of four natural shades; the anti-slip finish
allows the expansion of your living spaces throughout all areas of the home. Special pieces have been designed in chevron and split
face formats to work with the wood plank tiles highlighting the luxurious characteristics.

Maple

Size: 1200x300x11mm

Ash

Poplar		

Automne			

Printemps

Size: 1200x600x11mm

Featured: Heritage - Teak & Teak Split Face Decor

Teak

							 slip resistant wood effect tiles make a great alternative to traditional decking
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porcelain

pompeya and mindanao

Featured: Pompeya - Oxido

Bring your walls to life with these stunning, contemporary split face effect tiles. They have an
eye-catching blended slate effect and a multi-leveled surface. These tiles are made of porcelain,
making them suitable for showers and wet rooms.

102							a

Pompeya Dark

Mindanao Antracita

Pompeya Oxido

Mindanao Marron

Pompeya Beige

Mindanao Ivory

Size: 600x300x7mm

Size: 560x310x10mm

feature fireplace could be the magic ingredient to your living spaces... 															

NATURAL
SLATE
natural slate

split face slate
These natural slate mosaics produce a highly modern, textural, undulating form assisting in the creation of
fascinating designs. Available in a selection of sparkling tones, these mosaics fit perfectly with the latest
architectural, interior and lifestyle trends - an artistic accomplishment in natural stone.

Sparkle Black Split Face

Sparkle Ice Grey Split Face

Sparkle White Split Face

Sparkle Rustic Split Face

Featured: Sparkle Ice Grey Split Face

Sizes: 300x150x8/15mm

										using highly tactile surface coverings will generate opulent focal points...						
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ceramic

patchwork

Featured: Patchwork Metro - Black & White

Moroccan meets metro creating these lively geometrical tiles helping you freshen up those tired wall spaces! These ceramic
brick tiles have a traditional beveled edge and a variety striking geometric patterns across two colourways; one monotone and
one full of colour. These look great as a feature wall or used as a border tile with plain colours.

Black & White

				

Featured: Patchwork Metro - Colours

Black & White Variation Examples			

104								more

Colours

Size: 150x75x7mm

Colours Variation Examples

Patchwork Metro has 16 variations sold as a mix in both colourways.

than ever, bathrooms and kitchens sell a property... 																	

porcelain

twenties

Vertex

Classic		

Crest

Diamond

Petal		

Circles

Black

Grey		

White

Featured: Twenties - Classic

Provide your home with a classic Victorian display; these encaustic effect tiles are in a palette of mixed grey shades, perfect
to transform all rooms throughout the home. Made from porcelain these tiles will inject ornate beauty whilst creating an eye
catching statement on both floor and wall spaces.

Featured: Twenties - Petal & Black

Featured: Twenties - Diamond

Size: 200x200x6mm

											porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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ceramic / porcelain

autograph

Featured: Autograph - Brighton Grey

A multitude of stylish options are available with captivating patterns and vintage motifs to enhance your
interiors with a periodic floor makeover. These tiles are designed with scored lines creating the illusion of four
smaller format tiles when fixed and grouted.

Brighton Blue

Brighton Grey		

Durham

Derby

		

All above tiles are size: Porcleain - 450x450x6mm

Chester Black

Chester Grey

Star Black		

Featured: Autograph - Durham

All above tiles are size: Ceramic - 450x450x8mm
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not order a sample to see the true beauty of these tiles from your own home...

													

porcelain

patchwork
Making up our versatile patchwork collection these porcelain tiles are inspired by a mixture of authentic
historical designs and contemporary geometrics to provide a lively feature wall or floor for your home
interiors. Each box has a myriad of different patterns all supplied at random to enhance authentic character.

Topkadi

			

Nikea		

Topkadi Variation Examples			

Nikea Variation Examples

Topkadi has 36 variations sold as a mix.		

Nikea has 28 variations sold as a mix.

							

Featured: Nikea

All above tiles are size: 200x200x6mm

have you considered ordering adhesive and grout?			
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ceramic

bourton
Create a charming vintage look in your home with these high quality ceramic tiles; the matt R10 anti-slip
surface has a pattern reminiscent of traditional encaustic designs suitable for both feature floor and wall
spaces - perfect for a statement hallway or bathroom.

Size: 450x450x10mm

108							make

Featured: Bourton - Black

Featured: Floor, Bourton - Marine & Wall, Metro 150x75 - Atlantis Goss

Please Note: To prevent staining, we highly recommend sealing these tiles with LTP MPG sealer, both before and after grouting.

a statement entrance and give your home the WOW factor																		

ceramic

vintage industrial
Create the look of nostalgia with these striking scored ceramic tiles; Decorative designs provide you with
multiple weathered options to suit the latest trends, from monochrome geometrics and efflorescent jewel
tones, even a naturalistic wood effect, your interior design possibilities are only limited by your imagination.

FS-1

Divina		

Tesoro		

Nijar

Star-N		

Star Blue		

Star Sage		

Star Oxide

Marrakech Grey

		

Marrakech Blue

Mirambel - A Blue

Size: 330x330x9.5mm

Featured: Vintage Industrial - Star Blue

All above tiles are size: 450x450x10.5mm

												porcelain tiles are hard wearing and easy to clean...							
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porcelain

pixel

Featured: Zoro - Sky Blue Gloss Hexagon

Featured: Zoro - White Matt Hexagon

Featured: Zoro - Black Gloss Hexagon Large

Incorporate on-trend, intricate shapes with ease into your home; made from porcelain, these mosaics come on a
mesh backing and can be used on floor and wall spaces in any room of the home to add charismatic interest - an
ideal choice for both bathrooms and kitchens.

110						get

White Square*

Black Matt Square

White Large Square*

White Hexagon*

Black Hexagon*

Sky Blue Gloss Hexagon
		

White Hexagon Large*

Black Hexagon Large*

White Matt Brick*

Square: 303x303x6mm 		
Hexagon: 300x260x6mm 		
Brick: 300x300x6mm		

Black Matt Large Square

White Herringbone*

Square Large: 306x306x6mm
Hexagon Large: 325x282x6mm
Herringbone: 316x277x6mm

(*Available in both Matt & Gloss)

playful and customise your own designs with these easy fix mosaic sheets

													

luxur y vinyl

stancliff luxury vinyl

Featured: Stancliff Luxury Vinyl - Sioux

Manufactured with a 70% limestone core for both enhanced quality and stability; our luxury vinyl offering has a non-slip, UV
matt lacquer finish, available across a selection of wood or stone effects. Installation is quick and easy; no adhesive or acclimation
is required, tile edges click together using a drop and lock movement and can be cut easily with a retractable blade.

Navajo

Greyfoot

Cherokee

Oak Marsh

Lakota

Silver Birch

Sioux

Please note:
We recommend this product is used with our LVT Underlay.

Kirkby Black

Bardon Grey

Size: 600x300x4mm

							

LVT Underlay - 9.6m Pack

Sheet Size: 1200x400x1.5mm

Featured: Black Multi
Featured: Stancliff Luxury Vinyl - Bardon Grey

Size: 1235x178x4mm

installation with our luxury vinyl tiles tiles is quick and easy!			
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An unbeatable collection of wall and floor tiles from the leading manufacturers, suited
for all your home improvement needs.
A whole spectrum of colours in various materials such as Porcelain, Ceramic,
Natural Stone and even Luxury Vinyl, each with a wide variety of finishes, colours and
effects to choose from, allowing you to personalise your home.
Whether you are updating an existing room or starting a whole new project, you will
be able to find everything you need!

